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Supporting English Language
Development When Children Have
Little Experience With English
Caregivers and teachers, even when they do not know the home
language of children, can use a number of effective strategies
throughout the day to support the children’s English language
development.

Create opportunities to model English
◗◗

Engage dual language learners frequently in one-on-one and small-group conversations.
ff Talk with children—and encourage them to talk—at centers, during free play, during

meals and snacks, while outdoors, and at other times.

ff Have back-and-forth conversations in which you and each child take turns talking, striving

for at least five turns for each of you.

◗◗

Have content and language goals for classroom activities
ff Be explicit about what content (information and skills) you want children to learn during

activities, such as “identifying the emotions expressed by characters in a story.”

ff Be explicit about what you want dual language learners to learn about English from the

lesson; for example, “to learn English words for common emotions, such as ‘happy,’ ‘angry,’
‘sad,’ and ‘excited‘.”

When speaking to dual language learners . . .
◗◗

Speak clearly, warmly, and at an appropriate speed.

◗◗

Match the complexity of the sentences and vocabulary to the children’s level of
understanding of English. Use simple words and short phrases with children who are very
new to learning English, and use more complex words and longer sentences as they learn the
language.

◗◗

Wait patiently for dual language learners to process what you say.
ff Expect that dual language learners may need as much as five seconds or more to make

sense of what you say.

ff Even dual language learners who speak English well and who have been speaking English

for a while may still need a longer “wait time” before they respond to you.
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When responding to dual language learners . . .
◗◗

Maintain a positive and reassuring manner while interacting with dual language learners.

◗◗

Encourage new speakers of English to respond to speech with words rather than nonverbally
with gestures.
ff Very new English speakers may respond nonverbally when spoken to in English, by

pointing and nodding or demonstrating what they want with their hands.

ff As children learn to speak English, begin to expect more and more complex language in

their responses. At first, expect them to respond with single words and short phases, then
in longer phrases and sentences.

◗◗

Repeat what children say and expand upon it.
ff Repeat children’s statements, adding more advanced vocabulary. For example, respond

to “Skirt pretty” with “Yes, the skirt is pretty; it is so beautiful!”

ff Repeat what children say and expand upon it. Respond to a child saying “dog” with “Yes,

that dog barks so loudly!”

◗◗

Ask children both closed-ended and open-ended questions.
ff Ask closed-ended questions that support new speakers of English in using their few

English words by asking, for example, “What color is the dog?”

ff Ask open-ended questions that support all children in developing their cognitive and

language skills by asking, for example, “What do you think the dog will do next?”

◗◗

Use self-talk and parallel-talk to help children associate English words and actions in context.
ff Describe to children what you are doing as you do it (self-talk) by saying, for example, “I

am cutting this paper up into pieces.”

ff Describe what children do as they do it (parallel talk) by saying, for example,“You are

cutting this paper up into pieces.”

The following three illustrated conversations show these strategies in action.
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